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10  
SECRETS OF WILDLY 
SUCCESSFUL AND 
HAPPY WOMEN  
LET’S THRIVE TOGETHER! 
BY, DR. SHAWN HAYWOOD, LIFESTYLE DESIGN EXPERT 

I have to say, I love playing a role in this whole movement toward feminine empowerment, female 

entrepreneurship, and the girlie strength + vulnerability revolution that is taking this planet by 

storm! 

Women are grabbing hold of their lives as if wrestling an angry bull by its horns!  They are 

redesigning life, relationships and business to align with passion and purpose at the helm.  Then 

choosing to live with unbridled love, liberation and freedom. 

It is truly a fem-i-nine revolution! 
We (women) are boldly and profoundly s-l-o-w-i-n-g down, getting rid of the chaos and drama, 

while making more and more money as business owners.  Which is totally amazing! But, what’s even 

better, we are living deeply meaningful lives.   
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These go-getter type women that I am meeting each day and have the divine opportunity to coach, 

are embracing learning to take more deliberate care of themselves and their families.  They’re 

cooking more (if that’s her thing), eating less junk, taking more casual strolls with lovers, treating 

their bodies like the temples they are, tending to and healing old hurts, investing emotionally into  

her body, mind and spirit, building fantastic businesses, creating deep and connected friendships, 

napping, resting, relaxing, reading, meditating …  and on and on goes the delicious lady life 

revolution! 

These dedicated women are discovering what it means to be and live whole-heartedly ALIVE.  And 

animating life to the fullest, instead of allowing life to continue running rampant, while wreaking 

total havoc on her body, mind, soul, emotions, marriage, children, hormones, or business. 

These women are saying NO to all that could be damaging or drama-filled, and a fiery YES to what 

is inspiring, healing, healthy, caring and loving. 

So you might be wondering, how the heck is this cool-kitten 
revolution going down? What are these fireballs doing that’s 
setting them apart from the herd and preparing them for so 
much gorgeous joy and success?   

Here are ten juicy secrets that my rock star clients are leaning into and applying to their lives.  Join 

us on this journey by engaging these 10 Secrets of Wildly Successful and Happy Women! 

A quick note:  

As you read through this program, be sure to hand write the information that rings true for you, or 

make immediate plans for making a change or shift or add items and ideas to your calendar AS 

THEY COME UP.  These actions ensure that the ideas and changes you commit to making permeate 

your consciousness and stimulate ALL of your learning modalities, hence delivering greater chances 

of retention, change and goal achievement. 
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1 
SELF LOVE, TRUST & 
COMPASSION 
This wildly wonderful success practice is dedicated to YOU - body, mind, and soul.   

The goal here is an ongoing commitment to healing and expanded consciousness through the 

cultivation of self-love, self-trust, and self-compassion.  The marks of your efforts? Becoming the 

yummiest, most vibrant, sensual, connected, playful, calm and enjoyable person you care to be 

around! 

Consider this, ‘what can you possibly hope to accomplish (or accomplish well) if you’re constantly 

emotionally, mentally and physically drained?’  Answer: not nearly as much as you could!  And 

certainly not in the ways in which you could accomplish while feeling like your best, most energetic, 

and inspired self. 

Mental, emotional, and physical fitness is at the top of the food chain when it comes to living wildly 

successful and happy!   

With all of my heart, I wish I had understood this principle much earlier in my life, as I used to be 

quite abusive to the whole of me and my beautiful essence.  The most authentic and powerful 

women I’ve met along my journey thus far have practiced self-love, self-trust, and self-compassion 

with great perseverance and devotion.   

What does this mean? 
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Well, it means a number of things.  It could signify self-accountability; thus when you say that you 

will walk for twenty minutes each day, you do so; and if you’re not ready to make a commitment like 

that, then you adjust it to a goal in which you can be fully trustworthy to yourself. 

The other side of the coin?  When you do occasionally miss-step, as we all do and will continue to 

do at times, you give yourself 1000 percent unconditional love and compassion.   

You do not abuse yourself in any way, EVER. 

Let’s look at each interconnected puzzle piece one at a time. 

a)   Self-Love.  Self-love embodies the opportunity to see yourself as a complete and divine entity.    

As pure perfection.  And not just as a physical body or brain for which to judge.   

Unfortunately, instead of embracing our divinity, our inclination is to stand firmly rooted in the 

physicality of ‘not-enough-ness’.  Thus, sometimes we spend a lifetime seeking the illusive and 

insatiable ‘more’ that replaces self-love until we regain the conscious awareness to once again (or 

for the first time) embrace self-love. 

  

Women are plagued with striving to be ‘enough, and battle to feel like ‘enough’.  Questioning our 

‘enough-ness’ has become an all too common narrative; ‘Am I enough? (Good enough, valuable 

enough, lovable enough, skinny enough, pretty enough, boobs enough, tall enough, smart enough, 

booty-licious enough, mom or step mom enough, happy enough, or successful enough)? 

And the vices for which to be or feel enough?   

Dieting, binging, consuming alcohol, over working, perfectionism, drugs, co-dependence, dating, 

over-trying, pleasing, performing, doing too much for too many, apologizing, self-neglect, and 

enabling are among the many cheap alternative replacements for self-love.   

So what is TRUE?   

You are light and love.   You are an illumination of all that is pure. You are completely deserving of 

love at all times and in all situations.  Anything else is a departure from your higher self and ability to 

be authentic, whole and blissed out. 
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Women spend so much energy looking at themselves through the lens of what we believe is wrong 

or what we ‘should’ be, instead of the divine essence that we actually ARE.  I literally caught myself 

giving a bit of judgment to my waistline just this morning!  I have practiced conscious self-love for 

many years, yet my old inner perfectionist can still rear her ugly head at times.  I was quick to 

remember that I am a gift beyond my body shape and need not use it as a way to abuse or punish 

my beautiful soul. This shift in thinking is a practice you too can adopt. 

The shift that needs to occur is from looking to seeing.  Looking occurs on a purely surface level and 

says, ‘your sides are pudgier than they used to be, therefore you are a piece of crap.’  Seeing holds 

the ability to see the whole of humanity and even the Universe in one single glance, breath, 

knowing, intuition, touch or kiss.  Seeing says, ‘everything and everyone IS perfect.  Your body is not 

who you are.  You’re everything and everyone, as well as the pure unadulterated love expression of 

the Universe.  

As you begin practicing self-love and thus, seeing clearly, you will shift from all aspects of self-

judgment, and insatiability will fade.  It can and will open up worlds of energy, inspiration and 

enthusiasm.  It will begin to chip away at habits of self and other judgment, gossip, comparing, 

perfectionism, or other harsh, demanding or demeaning patterns. 

Self-love embraces the idea of treating yourself in ways that HONOR your physicality, emotional 

wellbeing, and connection to the greatness of the universe (God, Universe, Higher Self, etc.).   

Self-love is expansive, inclusive and allows you to feel joy at all 
times (even when things are not going as you wish).  

b)  Self-Trust.  Most people I meet or coach are overly concerned with their ability to trust others or 

others’ trustworthiness.  BUT the interesting thing is that any and all trust in, for or of others, lies 

solely on your level of trust in and trustworthiness of, YOURSELF. 

YOU are the sole investor of the all things related to 
trustworthiness that flows in and out of your life.  

For example, do you keep consistent commitments to yourself regarding fitness, timelines, food 

intake, or friends, work or lover commitments?  Do you efficiently utilize self-protection skills like 

boundaries, speaking your truth and heart, saying no when you want to, or removing people and 

situations that are harmful to you or your wellbeing?   
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Perhaps you work or live in an environment where people are bullied and being open and candid is 

not invited.  All situations like this erode self-trust.  Remaining in relationships where emotional 

safety or deep connection are absent (i.e. your lover is frequently late, cancels dates, makes rude 

comments, isn’t helpful or support, or commonly breaks other commitments, behaves aggressively 

or passive aggressively), then YOUR self-trust erodes.  Your concern needs to focus on yourself in 

the arena of trust.  You teach others how to treat you, and vise versa.   

Self-trust, and therefore self-protection, governs your entire 
world of trust. You cannot trust anyone more than you trust and 
are true to yourself. 

c)   Self-Compassion.  I was extremely stubborn with infusing this lesson into my life many years  

ago.  I was just so darn good at beating myself up; I guess since I was already an expert with that 

skill and worked so long at abusing myself, I didn’t want to part with it!  I know, it sounds totally 

loony!  

But for whatever reason, I was quite slow to embrace self-compassion.  Sadly, I find this to be true 

with many of my clients as well.  Self-compassion brings the MOST transformational effects on all 

facets of life: from eating habits to love, from work to fitness, and everything in between.   

Everything either softens like a squishy new stuffed toy or becomes completely powerful like a 

female wolf combined with a lioness protecting her young! 

You might be wondering what self-compassion looks like, as it can be difficult to grasp in tangible 

terms.  And it’s sure not taught along the way in our textbooks or classes (though it absolutely 

should be).   

Self-compassion is the practice of being gentle with yourself at 
ALL times, ESPECIALLY when you don’t want to.   

Women have a tendency to look at and resist incorporating self-compassion for the same reasons 

they resist parting with perfectionism.  We are afraid of losing our edge, getting too soft, becoming 

lazy procrastinators, or not being successful and result focused ‘enough’. 
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The actual outcomes are exactly the opposite.   
Self-compassion equates to a great deal of increased energy and time to accomplish meaningful 

endeavors.  It makes way for excellence and playing an even bigger game, but with more calm and 

down time. 

Compassion is key to the whole equation, it’s the third leg to your heart-centered-living tripod, and 

you can’t balance (your body, emotions and soul) without it.   

Your charge is to take compassion by its precious little hand and begin sharing it unconditionally 

with YOURSELF. 

Btw, if you have a tendency toward chronic dieting, emotional eating or binge eating as a way of 

betraying your own self-love, trust and compassion, and want to heal that frustrating problem, we’d 

love to help.   

We have a profoundly beautiful and healing program called, Dieting Be Damned, 
that addresses all aspects of healing around chronic dieting, and emotional eating 
and binge eating.  Click here to check it out. 
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2 
GROW YOUR GUTS 
BOOM!  Wouldn’t it be cool if we could call a take out place and order a large plate of courage to 

take a big risk, a side of guts to speak our mind (no holds bar), and a tall glass of tenacity to rock our 

own success socks off, anytime we needed it? 

I’m not implying that you don’t already have some guts, no doubt you do.  But, I am talking next, 

next, next level courage.  The type of courage that defines you and separates you from the pack.  

I’m inviting you to live your BIGGEST, brightest, most courageous life, remember?   

Living your life to the absolute fullest includes not only the courage to take risks and go big, but to 

do the deep work to heal old wounds, to live completely authentically, to learn to listen intently to 

your intuition AND act on it, and to uncover and remove the limiting beliefs that hold you down. 

Guts arise in a variety of shapes and sizes, but ‘next level’ courage is a defining factor in women 

who are (or want to be) profoundly rooted in the top layer of success and joy.  Here are a few key 

courage initiatives. 

a)   Say NO to activities, people, opportunities, or thinking that promotes busyness, anxiety, 

frustration, poor health, fear, upset, anger or overwhelm.  Then, say YES to only what is deeply 

valuable, fulfilling, value aligned, fun, or profitable to you (body, mind, spirit), to your business, or 

to your personal life. 

b)  Willingness to be completely openhearted, transparent and vulnerable (80 percent of the time or 

more) with your loved ones and even with your staff or co-workers when opportunities and 

emotionally safe situations arise is wildly courageous. 

c)   Strategically choose and commit to living the values that you SAY you want to drive your 

personal and professional life.  It doesn’t take guts to place your values on a website or inside of a 

frame, it takes guts to LIVE them every day with vigilance. 
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d)  Have the tenacity to be a mentor and model even when no one is watching!  Need I say more!?  

It’s a tall order, I know.  But, when you live in alignment with your deepest values, you become and 

feel sweetly stable (body, mind, emotions, spirit) 80-90 + percent of the time. 

e)   Take risks!  I’m not encouraging you to just go willy nilly about risk-taking.  But, we gotta go big, 

take the big risks, and make the calls and take the actions that seem impossible -- in business and 

personal life.  Risk-taking ensures a richer, deeper, more passionate living.  

Where are you holding back?  What is blocking your courageous?  What fears are keeping you from 

going BIG?   

Be quite cautious NOT to compare yourself to other women along your path.  Going big for you will 

be a different journey than for others.  The important piece is that you stretch yourself in ways that 

are uncomfortable, daring, fun, and brave for YOU.   

This is your voyage. Get out of your comfort zone. Live YOUR 
biggest, brightest, boldest and most beautiful life…  
and NO quitting. 
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3 
CRYSTAL CLEAR 
COMPANY DIRECTION 
Since most of my clients are business owners or are strongly considering becoming one, I would be 

remiss to exclude the following three critical elements which can provide clear business direction 

and ensure business success.   

Hold on to your boots, cuz’ these three ideas are your SANITY 
keepers and MONEY makers! 

a) Choose a business you love and would do for free if you didn’t need money.  

As you navigate the ups and downs of being in business for yourself, the one thing that can and will 

see you through any storm, is doing something you love.  When you do what you love, you 

simultaneously ensure passion, energy, inspiration, and a sense of significance while making a 

contribution.   

Eighty percent of your work time should be spent on interesting, fun and inspiring activities.  And 

twenty percent on necessities (things you can’t feasibly delegate, eliminate or systematize).  

If work is fun, you’ll be inspired to solve problems, instead of stress or complain about them.  And 

when you’re inspired and solving problems, you can take your business as far as your gorgeous 

brain and heart can imagine. 

b)  Focus your time and energy on one thing at a time.  One window, one app, one document, one 

spread sheet, one task, one text, one email, one system… ONE thing at at time!   
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Are you getting the picture? 

There is much chatter among women singing the praises of multi-tasking.  But trust me, it is No 

Bueno!   

There is a butt-ton of research that supports singular focus being absolutely superior to productivity 

and results, and essentially none that support multi-tasking efforts. 

For more information on the idea of singular focus, please read or listen to,  

‘The One Thing’, by Gary Keller   

for greater detail and research data.  It’s a fabulous book.  

In short, when your phone, text, email, multiple browser windows, and four or five other applications 

or tasks happening at one time, your attention is constantly split, and so is your focus, and 

ultimately your results are compromised as well.  Multi-tasking ADD is extremely appropriate 

terminology!  

Multi-tasking invites you to do several things poorly all at once!  Instead, I invite you into the 

WILDLY SUCCESSFUL WOMEN’S club of ONE thing at a time focus.   

Turn off or remove anything that’s not directly related to THE task at hand.  Take bold action, like, 

closing your office door or turning your cell to airplane mode during focused work blocks.  Remove 

temptations, like social media, Amazon .com (yes, you can block yourself from time-stealing web 

browsing and many people do), or get rid of instant messaging from your computer.  For those of 

you who are soon to be recovering multi-task addicts, you’ll need all the support you can give 

yourself!  And set timers for focused work blocks.  It’s an outstanding tool that I use nearly every day.   

Essentially, do whatever is necessary to guard your most precious gift… Your very short attention 

span, and the energy required to hold it, recover it, and use it.  It’s a limited resource that must be 

spent wisely. 

After all, our attention can only be held for twenty-forty minutes under the BEST of circumstances 

and only eight seconds under MOST circumstances... Um, a fish can hold attention for nine 

seconds… I am serious, and the data supports me.   

Check out, Change Your Brain, Change Your Life, by Dr. Amen. 
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If you have several things pulling at your attention, you will fail to accomplish tasks with 

effectiveness and efficiency, and will often wind up feeling exhausted and frustrated. 

Slow down. Breathe… Give your time, attention, and energy to 
ONLY one thing at a time. 

c)   Spend at least one hour EVERY day on direct revenue generating activities. 

Actually, depending upon your business, you will likely want to spend nearly half of each day on 

direct revenue generating activities.   

Depending upon the size of your company, you may literally be doing these activities, or you may 

be spending one to four hours each day overseeing strategic implementation of a team’s direct 

revenue generating activities. 

Either way, the tendency is to get too caught up in busy work, firefighting, and time stealers instead 

of key business development actions. 

I hope you’re beginning to recognize a super success theme 
related to business actions and goal achievement...   
Fun. Focus. Utility. 
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4 
SUCCESS SYSTEMS 
From your home to business, and love life to self-care, systems are where SUCCESS lives.  Without 

success systems, (and as simply applied as possible), the important and valuable gives way to the 

loud and obnoxious. 

Systems ensure consistent implementation and accountability, personally and professionally.  It may 

sound kind of boring to systematize life, but rarely do we think about success in terms of words like 

implementation or accountability.  Rather we think about success more often in terms of money, 

growth, nice things, love, emotional wellness, and happiness.  But the thing is, success systems are 

THE vehicle to the above results or outcomes that we desire.  We need solid systems to ensure 

success.  Fabulous ideas or intentions are merely concepts, fleeting efforts or whims without the 

foundation of result producing Success Systems. 

Success systems can accompany technology, sales and marketing, home chores, cooking, and 

emotional and physical routines and rituals.  The defining factor is that you put implements in place 

to ensure that the most important aspects of life and business are tended to and flow smoothly. 

Here’s a personal success system of mine.  Over time, this success system evolved into a lovely and 

inspiring morning ritual.  The time stamps can vary a bit, but you’ll get the idea. 

7 am: Wake and connect to the day and the Universe with conscious breathing and gratitude. 

7:10 am: Roll over and turn on an educational book or podcast as I begin to stir... 

7:20 am: Get up, continue listening to book or podcast as I brush teeth, wash face, dress, etc. 

8 am: yoga (20-60 minutes) 

8:30 am: Mediate (20-60 minutes depending upon day) 

9:15 am: Make morning shake, take supplements 

9:30 am: Walk with hubby and pup, soak up Mother Nature 

10 am: Begin work day! 
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I love this routine and it makes me feel wonderful.  My personal and professional systems ensure 

successful efforts, value alignment, emotional stability and growth, business development, and 

connection to my beautiful clients, husband, Mother Earth, and the whole of life.  My systems might 

not all make sense for everyone, but our systems only need to work for me (you!). 

What areas of your life and career need fresh new systems?  How could success systems make you 

become happier and more successful?  What work, fitness, connection and nutrition habits could 

use a make over?  

Contact us if you’d enjoy support in building simple and effective success systems 
for your personal or professional life! 
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5 
DAILY TEMPLE OF 
LEARNING 
Are you taking your recommended daily dose of education? 

Or should I say, do you enjoy being: Madly creative?  Jazzed up?  Jacked up?  Inspired?  Energized?  

Motivated?  Zen-ned out?  In love with life?  Filled with joy?  Capable of helping and being helped?  

Contributing to society in meaningful ways?  And of course, being totally happy and successful? 

Numerous studies strongly suggest that the number one habit of the most successful people is daily 

learning.  Be it books, scholarly journals, professional podcasts, retreats, conferences, and the like.  

Learning lights up parts of the brain that few activities can. 

I can say for myself (and most of my clients), a rare day goes by where I’m not engrossed in at least 

one full hour of scrumptious learning, and often two to three hours.  I seriously can’t get enough!   

This is one of my favorite and most useful success practices.  Learning stirs creativity in my writing, 

business building, and in coaching individuals and groups.  Not to mention, learning expands my 

skill set, wisdom, and capacity to learn, love, lead, heal and grow each and every day, and the same 

effects will happen to you if you add this success practice. 

Honestly, I’m not sure how anyone lives without this habit!  And don’t forget the fantastic benefits to 

your brain health that learning and wisdom expansion ignites. 

I invite you to immediately create a routine of learning, even if just fifteen minutes each day.  
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What would you enjoy learning?  A new language, new marketing or sales techniques, how to 

receive more love and care, to release codependence or anger, to become self and other 

compassionate, physics, yoga, Pilates, soccer, mechanics, building model airplanes … wow!  The 

spaces of learning are literally infinite! 

I see you getting excited!   

Choose one or two areas where you’d like to begin expanding your knowledge and wisdom, then 

set up a success system for it and get started! 
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6 
ZEN MASTERY 
Did you read the words ‘Zen Mastery’ and immediately envision a precious chubby Buddha sitting in 

a formal meditation position, while contemplating the magic and mystery of the Universe? 

That is indeed a profound and traditional version of Zen mastery, and possibly a practice to be 

added to your daily life.  But, there are many other ways to add Zen as well. 

In the context of success and happiness, Zen Mastery refers to practices, habits and rituals that 

promote calm, rest, recovery, and relaxation during each HOUR of life. 

Successful women MUST begin adding far greater quantities of Zen (calm, rest, recovery, and 

relaxation) to combat and replace the current states of stress, fatigue, overwhelm, and illness that 

have literally run away with women’s health, sanity, hormone balance, free time and fitness.   

The females I come across on a daily basis struggle in myriad ways due to over-doing, over-

scheduling, over-extending, over-perfecting, over-performing, over-eating, over-working, over-

drinking, over-thinking, and well, over-overing anything and everything she can conceive of. 

We must slow down and align life with what is truly valuable and life giving.  The over-doing society 

that most women attempt to keep up with is literally creating chronic illness.  From sleep 

deprivation to the way we scarf down low quality food in a frantic frenzy, to the way our hormone 

and adrenal systems are tapped out from a high stress, on-the-go, anxious lifestyle, to the general 

lack of play, engagement, connection and laughter. 

At its core, Zen mastery is about bringing your awareness into the present moment and living from 

that place.  Presence practice is THE most efficient gateway drug to successful and joyful living!   
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Zen mastery practice means that you’re actively caring for and being present with your body, mind, 

emotions, and spirit through all that you do, say, feel and experience.  Here are a few more formal 

types of Zen mastery practice that can help you take your Zen into all moments of living. 

a) Seated Meditation 

b) Conscious breathing exercises 

c) Progressive muscle relaxation 

d) Yoga (any form) 

e) Kirtan Kriya Chanting 

f) Pilates 

g) Prayer 

These kinds of practices need to become a daily, iron clad safe haven for you as a defining piece of 

success and joy.   

Little thriving occurs on a consistent basis without strategic Zen mastery and recovery practices.   

I say strategic, because sitting on the couch, scarfing down a triple cheese pizza, 32-ounce Coke, 

and a pint of Ben & Jerry’s while binge watching six seasons of Desperate House Wives is not, in any 

way, the same as meditation, yoga or other body, mind and spirit recovery! 

There are many other actions you can take to replace frantic living with calm.  You can whittle your 

work days down to four-six hours if you want (many of my clients have done this, whether they run a 

100K business, a 10M business, or hold an executive role).   

The point is, your life needs to be strategically designed in ways that allow you to feel great and 

calm each day!  

What is your current experience of Zen mastery versus stress, upset, stagnation, anxiety, depression, 

or overwhelm?  How often do you feel blissed out?  If it’s not hourly, then you have got some work 

to do my friend!  

What will you add to your weekly schedule, even if it’s just a five-minute daily commitment to Zen 

Master? 

How will you bring more Zen, rest, and recovery into your daily live? 
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7 
EMBRACE FAILURE 
Do you totally hate failing or falling on your hypothetical face?  What about appearing silly, 

incompetent, dingy, unskilled, or incapable? 

Yes?  

Well, neither does anyone else.  However, that doesn’t negate the necessity of learning to do so 

with style, grace and 1000 percent self-compassion.  

We must learn how to fail with ZERO self-judgment or self-condemnation.   

Honestly, we need to fail sometimes.  And sometimes we even need to fail BIG!  Think about this, 

when have your most profound lessons come to light?  Was it when you failed in glorious fashion?   

I can assure you, I will only be duped out of 50K from a lover one time in my life.  I definitely learned 

many lessons in ‘glorious fashion’ from this horrible situation.  Post this situation, I learned many 

lessons about myself, partnering, love, authenticity, financial protection, self-trust, boundaries, and 

much more in truly ‘glorious divine fashion’.  And I experienced all the tears that accompany loss 

that occurs in such harsh, demeaning and sad ways.   

Honestly, I could still be beating myself up about this, and the old me would be.  The more healed 

version of Shawn has compassion for the entire situation (including ‘him’) and I am glad to have a 

high level of healing with it. 

I have yet to meet a result driven, perfection seeking, super go-getter lady who didn’t need to learn 

how to fail with softness and with more self-love and compassion.  
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Failing is a part of life. This is guaranteed.   

We will at times do the wrong thing, offend accidentally, make unnecessary purchases or misguided 

investments (financially and in people), or even make unfortunate business or relationship ending 

decisions.  These choices too can be a part of life and learning.   

The best way to fail is to let go of the whole idea as a belief system or mental construct.  Polarized 

thinking is really never useful.  And this is what the idea of failure is.  The softening happens in the 

space of releasing your attachment to wanting things to be black and white, right or wrong, good or 

bad, fat or thin, smart or dumb, happy or unhappy and even success or fail.  

Life is lived in the grey matter.  

It’s our insistence as perfectionistic, result seekers that invites polarized thinking and then becomes a 

paradigm for navigating life, love, self, decision and especially our emotional wellbeing. 

Scant is as simple as good or bad.  A cooking can be nourishing or it can be terrorizing depending 

upon the intent with which it is eaten.  A genetically modified, highly processed cookie is not very 

useful for your body and if enough of these types of foods are eaten, poor health will take root.  If 

you eat a home made, organic cook made with love and joy, and you eat it with an open heart 

(instead of self or body judgment, guilt, shame or remorse), then a cookie can be a nourishing and 

loving choice.  But a cooking is not ‘good or bad’.  Do you see the distinction?  

As a more extreme example, consider this: is murder bad?  Most people say, ‘of course it’s bad and 

so are the people who commit murder.’  But when you look closer, think about a woman defending 

herself and baby from an intruder or even a spouse gone mad?  How about war?  What about a 

crime of ‘passion’?  Or someone whose brain has been severely damaged in a car accident causing 

them to crack mentally in a violent way?   

It is true that killing is not healthy for anyone, and no matter the circumstances, it will leave 

horrifying effects… unless the killer is a true sociopath!  

We do not live in a good / bad, right / wrong, success / fail world.  We live in a world where raising 

self awareness and collective consciousness is needed, and where leaving behind habits like 

polarized thinking is necessary to become happy and successful.   
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And even though I use the world ‘successful’ in the context of this program, it’s likely becoming 

clear that success isn’t as simple as having a lot of money or having no money.  

Authentic success is rooted in intentional life design.   

I love my life and feel successful nearly all the time!  But, the next person may cringe at the thought 

of living and traveling full time from an Airstream or working mostly in solitude or spending her days 

on the telephone with clients!  But for me, seeing this beautiful country, hiking in new places month 

after month, connecting with amazing women, meditating in vast spaces with Mother Earth, and 

adventuring with my totally amazing husband is a gift beyond measure and a dream come true!  

The more women heal, grow, learn, and practice self-honor with deep authenticity, the less we fail, 

FEEL like a failure or perceive situations as failure.  But still, failing and falling down is life 

sometimes.  Learn to make friends with the pieces of you that are fallible and imperfect.  Those 

parts are actually quite perfect for you. 

We need to be vigilant about embracing failure in loving and compassionate ways so we may learn 

quite quickly as to not repeat our mistakes.   

What emotional success system could you implement in order to embrace failure in ways that are 

fruitful and caring, and promote forward movement?  What will you do to remove polarized thinking 

so you might be free from perceiving so many things as a failure? 
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8 
BLIND SPOTS BE 
GONE WITH YOUR 
COACH OR MENTOR 
Okay, okay, this success tool can’t possibly appear as anything but a shameless marketing plug for 

my business!  And well… maybe it is a little… haha!  Yet it’s still as true as true can be.  I myself have 

had many coaches and mentors through my life, beginning at six years old as a cute little gymnast!  

And I will never forget my first coach, he didn’t know it at the time, but he was not only a gymnastics 

coach, but he was my first life coach as well!  

I would not, nor could not, be the woman, lover, friend, coach, consultant, or business owner I am 

today without the care, love, encouragement, guidance, and consulting of my own coaches and 

mentors.   

DEEP GRATITUDE AND LOVE FOR EACH! 

Additionally, I will positively continue to utilize others’ wisdom in all of these capacities until the end 

of my beautiful days.  I hold the belief that I (we) will need help indefinitely for one thing or another, 

and asking for help when you need it demonstrates next-level courage!   

I encourage this success practice for you too, as it will expedite and advance any cause, effort, or 

goal you have in dazzling and delightful ways! 
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So, why use coaches and mentors (in addition to the magical support)?  

Two words, Blind Spots. 

Each of us retains various blind spots that require illumination and eradication in order to achieve 

optimal performance, high level engagement, leadership excellence and exquisite wellbeing.   

We each have healing and growth that needs to be embraced in spaces we aren’t yet aware exist or 

know is blocking our best efforts.  We have wounds and heartache that we don’t know how the heal 

on our own as well.  Most of us had loving, but imperfect role models in our homes during formative 

years for which to model our own relationships, self-protection skills like boundary setting, or self-

love habits after, thus guidance is needed in order to craft a truly amazing life.   

And what about business?  Most of the female entrepreneurs I meet and coach do not have MBAs, 

and few were once executive leaders in former companies.  Therefore, there are and will be areas of 

needed guidance and growth where one lacks competency, skill or expertise.  There are true blind 

spots in business building in the sense that ‘we don’t know what we don’t know!’   

Women regularly need the support, candor, care, accountability and encouragement that only a 

coach or mentor is equip to provide.  When women face challenges that are outside of her core 

competencies or experience, help is required.  

Where could you use support, insight, care, strength, accountability and guidance?  How could a 

coach or mentor activate change and progress in your life?  What bigger game could you play with 

the appropriate support? 

Tip: If you do decide to hire a coach or consultant, or locate a mentor, make sure s/he FEELS good  

and safe to you.   

Feel free to contact us, we’d love to help you!  
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9 
HOCUS POCUS, GET 
LASER FOCUSED 
Research shows that women (and men) are distracted an average of fifty-six times per day… just 

during work hours.  ‘Wait, what did you say Shawn?  My text just dinged and I had to check it real 

quick.’  

We spend an average of just two full minutes on a given task before becoming distracted by 

another shiny object.  ‘I’m so sorry Shawn, I missed that idea, an employee stepped in while I was 

reading and I had to handle a situation.  Where were we?’ 

It takes an average of four minutes to refocus on any given task after each interruption.  ‘Ok, Shawn, 

what was that you said?  I was distracted by an email!’ 

In all seriousness, what is fifty-six interruptions times four minutes per recovery and refocus time per 

each task you actually want to be attending to? 

Right… this means that you are in purgatory about four hours of EVERY work day!  Don’t even 

bother arguing this point (like all my precious high achievers want to) - it is just as true for you as 

anyone else.  Unless, you have already implemented laser focus systems. 

Hint: those four hours of accidentally squandered time is the secret sauce where I teach business 

owners to capitalize in order to cut their work days down to four-six hours instead of eight-twelve!  

BOOM!! 
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PS, your staff is usually wasting ten-twenty percent MORE time 
being unfocused and unproductive than you, the owner… 
Whoa, now that’s a lot of cheddar down the tubes!  

Holla if you want help turning that situation around! 

Prepare to revisit the previous melt down you had when I told you that you can no longer multi-task, 

being that multi-tasking is ONE BIG distraction!  

Wildly successful women focus on only ONE thing at a time.  And not only that, but they focus on 

only a FEW very important roles or critical tasks per day.  We did touch on this idea earlier.  But it’s 

important to expand this success practice in a specific direction.   

We have already addressed the idea of completely removing any and all efforts to multi-task – 

EVER!  Multi-tasking helps you to be scattered, anxious and unfocused. Ok, beating a dead horse 

now!   

Laser focus will take you the distance, save energy, and will wildly improve personal and professional 

results.  But your focus needs to be placed on your most critical responsibilities.  Having a to do list 

with 100 items may give you a rush to check off at the end of the day, however, I can all but 

guarantee that you’re not being profoundly effective.  And effectiveness IS the key. 

It doesn’t matter in any way how many hours you put in, it only 
matters what fruit you bear.   
If you can get all of your work done in just four-six hours and complete it at a higher degree of 

success and effectiveness, would you choose to do so?   

Here’s a little hint, MOST people need only four to six hours (or less in some situations) to complete 

ALL important and key work activities.  The rest should be delegated to people who do it better, 

eliminated because it is just busy work or unimportant, or add a system because there is a quicker, 

easier and more efficient way it can be done. The delegate, eliminate and systematize method can 

and will remove many tasks from your plate, or reduce the time it takes to complete a given task by 

seventy to ninety percent.  
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The rest of your time can then be spent FREE as a bird so you can, connect with loved ones, rest, 

play, or engage in interesting hobbies.  

But first, we need to add a couple of success systems so you can be more streamlined.  BTW, that 

last bit about delegate, eliminate and systematize was a bonus success system.  

Learn more from a few of my blog posts!   

a) Identify your top five time stealers.  Examples include: Facebook, Instagram, phoning friends, 

perfecting things that were good enough a month ago, texting, surfing porn, or shopping (online 

or onsite) etc. 

b)  Find a system to handle (eliminate, delegate or systematize) each one of your time stealers.  

Remove FB from your quick navigation, keep your telephone on airplane mode at least ninety 

percent of your day, check in with things like email and voicemail for fifteen to thirty minute 

TIMED sessions.  

c)   Set your entire day to timed blocks.  I use a  super cute green owl kitchen timer for my work 

power blocks, but you can use whatever success system floats your boat!  

Your work blocks should be no shorter than fifteen minutes and no longer than fifty-five minutes.  

With a one to five-minute recovery block at the top (or bottom) of each hour.  You can recover with 

meditative breathing, a short walk outdoors, a few yoga poses, or fitness exercises like squat jumps, 

push ups, high knees in place, jumping-jacks, or sit ups.  

Social media, texting, and the like is NOT considered an appropriate recovery activity.  Social 

media, texting, and the like should be scheduled and timed as to not become a TIME STEALER!  

If you are the kind of lady who is determined to realize her dreams, aspirations and goals (and I 

know you are or you wouldn’t be reading this!), then the avoidance of time stealers and the 

implementation of timed work blocks will become your BFFs!  

Try out this dare:   

For two straight weeks, I double dog dare you to set your daily schedule to no more than SIX hours.  

BUT, you absolutely must be committed to stopping work after six hours for a period of two weeks 

(no sneaking a peak at emails like you’re some kind of heroin addict outside of your scheduled work 
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hours).  Otherwise the experiment will not work and you’ll have an excuse to say, ‘Well Shawn, I tried 

it, but I just can’t work less than eight (or nine, ten or more) hours.  My job is just too demanding.’   

Trust me, I’ve heard it all and seen it all!  An amazingly successful and blissed out life  isn’t for the 

faint of heart!  

What’s so cool about this dare?  This dare (opportunity) will place you in a perfect position to 

strategically prioritize what is ACTUALLY valuable or strategic to your goals and exciting to your 

heart.   
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10 
GO OUT & PLAY 
When was the last time you dashed from the kitchen to the living room, just because it was fun?  

How long has it been since you climbed a tree or teetered on a totter?  What about the last time 

you danced around living room to your favorite 80’s jams like you were auditioning for Fame? 

Days?  Weeks?  Months?  Perhaps even years? 

My hunch is, it’s been far too long since you let yourself behave like a carefree ten-year-old girl 

picking dandelions, climbing trees, or laying in a field of wild flowers daydreaming about the animal 

shaped clouds, right? 

I mean gosh, when the heck did we become so damn serious about life?  What magical age was it 

where girl’s lives turn from an effort to play in ALL things, to an attempt to perfect ALL things? 

Whenever it happened, life turned down several beats.  

The good news?  You can rearrange this situation anytime you like, and I strongly encourage you to 

do so.  Playtime is vital to nourishing our soul, sparking creativity and keeping the brain young.  

Creativity + curiosity (which are really one in the same in many cases) are the lifeblood of our time 

on this planet. 

The most amazing thing about creativity is that absolutely anything can become a creative outlet.  

As far as you will allow your mind to bend, imagine, be curious, explore, or create...  You can let it 

flow like a raging river or a babbling brook, both are beautiful and necessary when actively 

fashioning a delicious love affair with life!  

Expressions of play and creativity for me include coaching, problem solving, writing, yoga, 

meditation, coloring, practicing origami, hiking, skipping, bicycling, climbing trees, taking 

photographs in nature, reading, messing around with my husband, dancing to my favorite 80s jams 
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(um, clothed or not!), dashing around from place to place for the sake of being silly, playing with my 

pup, pretending I can’t find my nieces and nephews in public, thus yelling their names loudly to 

tease and remind them that life doesn’t have to be so serious (this one is awesome!), or going to 

thrift stores and dressing up in the most outrageous outfits. 

What is play to you?  If you haven’t engaged play for awhile, it might take some time, practice and 

creativity!  So be patient with your new youthful little self as you give time and space for play to 

evolve. 

There is a great, super nerd-a-licious book called, 

Play: How it shapes the brain, opens the imagination, and invigorates the soul, by 
Stuart Brown.   

Feel free to get it and enjoy a deeper look into why PLAY is vital to success and happiness! 

What forms of play and creativity would you like to commit to adding to your life?  How could the 

infusion of play change your life and add increased success and happiness? 
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WRAP IT UP! 
What fun, right!?  Learning skills to upgrade your mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual software 

is a beautiful process and a deep expression of self-love.   

Let’s wrap up this 10 Secrets of Wildly Successful & Happy Women so you can be off and on your 

way to upgrading your own levels of joy and success. 

What are the top five most interesting, relatable, or profound lessons or ideas you’ve learned and 

want to change or implement from this eBook?  Make your notes below.  (Remember, writing down 

information like this permeates and stimulates all of your learning modalities, hence delivering 

superior chances of retention and goal achievement.) 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Next, make a note of the top five action commitments you’re willing to take as a result of reading 

this program? 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

I genuinely hope you’re walking away from this mini-program with at least a few solid pearls of 

wisdom and are feeling inspired to take actionable steps to pave your way toward unbridled success 

and bliss.   
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Please remember, ‘success’ doesn’t necessarily refer to making 
piles of green. The ‘green’ is just a by-product of crafting a 
blissed-out life! 

Wildly successful and happy women are intentional creators.  While feeling cheery and inspired.  

They are engaged in meaningful work, surrounded by loving connections, and have created portals 

to earn great pay while living with boundless purpose and energy.  

You can join them by learning to live whole-heartedly for yourself and for others. Then practice 

extreme self-honor, play often, and relax daily.  And last, but certainly not least, stay focused on 

crafting YOUR most mind-blowing expression of life. 

Live YOUR life on YOUR terms! 

Cheers to you my friend!  Have a beautiful journey. I hope we can meet or chat somewhere down 

the line!   

In Love & Liberation, Shawn 
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